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Handmade Book: A Concertina Pocket Book  

or A Place to Put Your Gleanings 
By Mary Gallagher 

 
Supplies:  
 Scissors, glue or glue sticks, pencils and rulers 
 9” x 24” white drawing paper - 1ea. 
 6 ¼” x 3 ¼” oak tag, tag board or card stock - 2 ea. 
 7”x 4” patterned, decorated or handmade papers - 2 ea. (My students tie-dye coffee 

filters using markers and a spray bottle, then they trim them to use as covers.) 
 ½” x 10” ribbon - 2 pcs. ea. 
Optional: 
 5 ½” x 5 ½” drawing paper (folded in half) to put in pockets 
 Colored pencils, markers, etc. for drawing in the book 
 
Steps: 
1.)  Measure and fold a 3” pocket along the length of the 9” x 24” drawing paper. Leave it 
folded throughout this process. 
2.)  Fold the entire paper in half. 
3.)  Make 3” accordion folds (fold back and forth) for the entire length. Use a ruler to 
mark your folding points. Set aside. 
4.)  Take two pieces of oak tag and two pieces of patterned paper. Fold the edges of one 
patterned paper around a piece of oak tag and glue down. Repeat for the other cover. (It 
helps to trim or “miter” the corners of the patterned paper so you don’t have a bulky fit.) 
Set them aside to dry a bit. 
5.)  Take your folded white paper and keeping it folded, center and glue a ribbon across 
the front width and then glue the other one across the back. 
6.)  Attach the cover pieces to the front and back of the folded concertina.  
7.)  After it is allowed to dry, experiment with different ways of tying and displaying your 
book. 
8.)  Add notes, poems, drawings, etc.  
 
Just a few suggestions for the classroom: 
 Ask your students to get creative with found objects. 
 Discuss ways to use this book in class.  
 Students could develop and “trade” pocket inserts.  For example, they could develop 

math story problems, maps of neighborhoods, car or fashion designs, poems, 
vocabulary, etc. and trade with each other. 

 Students could display their books on a table for visitors to peruse. 
 Take them outside and have them draw “small” things from observation. These can 

then be included in their books. 
 Have your students draw small details of a masterwork - one for each pocket. Then 

they can research the artist and write a few sentences on the back page of the 
pocket. Artist’s names and titles of the works can go right on the pocket. 

 Think of one or two of your own! 


